Class: Drawing
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1) Strathmore 400 Series Drawing Paper Pad - 14" x 17", 24 Sheets
   Blick Item #:10316-1017
   *This is high quality and for longer finished drawings*
   and/or
   Strathmore 300 Series Drawing Pad - 11" x 14", Wire Bound, 50 Sheets
   Blick Item #:10312-1015-
   *This is used for quick sketch and shorter practice drawings*

2) Conté à Paris Sketching Pencil
   Get 2-3 of each
   No 1710 Pierre Noir B Blick Item #:20425-2011
   No. 617 Sepia Blick Item #:20425-8081

3) Kneaded Eraser Medium Blick Item #:21026-1020

4) General's Factis Mechanical Eraser Blick Item #:21597-2020

5) Sandpaper Block Blick Item #:21517-1000

6) Utility Knife or a Pencil Sharpener